
A COMPARISON OF THE SYNOPTIC GOSPEL

The first three gospels - Mark, Matthew, and Luke - are very similar. So similar, in Comparing and Contrasting the Three
Synoptic Gospels.

Luke approaches his work by making Jesus the Son of man. The different works compliment each other and
provide a harmonious detailed description of Jesus' life. But whereas in Galilee, Jesus preaches and cures and
with it convinces even highly sceptical people, in Jerusalem his supporters leave him and flee. And another
said, Is it I? Some similarities exist among all three, some just between Mark and Matthew, and the fewest just
between Mark and Luke. And they said unto him, Rabbi which is to say, being interpreted, Teacher , where
abidest thou? The similarities of these accounts really makes the differences stand out. Christians experiencing
persecution in Rome Written after Romans had destroyed all of Jerusalem Written when the persecution of
Jews and Christians was intensifying Jewish leaders banned Christians from the synagogues Where the books
were written Rome Most likely Antioch of Syria Possibly Rome or Caesarea Probably written in Ephesus This
table is a great way to see the similarities between the three synoptic gospel authors, as well as see how they
differ from each other and the apostle John. Instead of harmonizing them, he displayed their texts side by side,
making both similarities and divergences apparent. In earlier times it was seen as a summary of the gospel of
Matthew and therefore it is placed as the second gospel in the Bible. Of course in between those two chapters
there are other narratives, like for example the arrest of Jesus and the questioning by the authorities, but an
examination of those parts would go way too far for this paper. Is there a reason for this? They came therefore
and saw where he abode; and they abode with him that day: it was about the tenth hour. Any solution must
account for the similarities and differences in content, order, and wording. John was left out because it doesn't
have many parallel's to the other gospels, but I wish that some parts such as Jesus's crucifixion were included
to so it would be easy to compare John's version with the one presented in the others. But all four gospels
superficially concentrate on the life and doing of Jesus, connected to his death and resurrection. This can be
seen by his lack of geneology of Jesus throughout his gospel. The other three writers were followers of Jesus's
apostles, and likely never met Jesus for themselves. Philip saith unto him, Come and see. Some argue that
Luke was created from Matthew, the oldest gospel, and Mark was a later summary created from both.
Matthew then divided Mark into five portions and used them in order, separating them by other material.
When this international group disbanded in they had sadly to confess that after twelve years' work they had not
reached a common mind on a single issue. Luke 3 21Now it came to pass, when all the people were baptized,
that, Jesus also having been baptized, and praying, the heaven was opened, 22and the Holy Spirit descended in
a bodily form, as a dove, upon him, and a voice came out of heaven, Thou art my beloved Son: in thee I am
well pleased. The framing parts as well have the same amount of text. At the end of this segment, Jesus is left
alone. Each of the four gospels has its own unique contribution to shaping a precise picture of Jesus. By his
description of the event, it seems possible that Mark looks back on this event or experiences it, so the time
when the gospel was written is around A. Shelves: religion Growing up the way I'd always read the bible was
to start at the beginning of one book and read to the end of it, after I finished that I'd go to the next and do the
same. I've done this some on my own, but even then its hard to really look at them because I have to jump
back and forth between the stories, this book is really nice because it takes the synoptic gospels the first three
and places the parallel stories side by side. The four gospels are part of the New Testament and mainly tell
about the Nativity, the work of Christi, his crucifixion and his resurrection. The simplest hypothesis is Luke
relied on Matthew's work or vice versa. Also the cup of wine refers to Jesus' sacrifice and his violent death.
Blood is the most important essence of life and the wine stands for his own blood, so again, he gives his life
for others. An Introduction to the Gospel of St. It is the shortest and partially formulated very briefly. There
were two main reasons Matthew wrote his book. The third part concentrates on the different groups of
persons, presenting the chief priests but as well people passing by, and how they mock him. Then, the content
review concentrates on the most important parts of the Passion narrative.


